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Twenty Boy Summer Jun 22 2022 Twenty Days. Twenty Boys. One chance to find love. According to
her best friend Frankie, twenty days in ZanzibarBay is the perfect opportunity to have a
summer fling, and if they meet one boy every day, there's a pretty good chance Anna will find
her first summer romance. Anna lightheartedly agrees to the game, but there's something she
hasn't told Frankie---she's already had that kind of romance, and it was with Frankie's older
brother, Matt, just before his tragic death one year ago. Beautifully written and emotionally
honest, this is a debut novel that explores what it truly means to love someone and what it
means to grieve, and ultimately, how to make the most of every single moment this world has
to offer.
Life by Committee Mar 27 2020 Secret: I kissed someone else's boyfriend. Assignment: Do it
again. Like most who find Life by Committee, Tabitha is a little lost. Her best friend has
ditched her, her Vermont town is feeling way too small, and she's falling head over heels for
a guy named Joe—who already has a girlfriend. Just when Tab is afraid she'll burst from
keeping the secret of Joe inside, she discovers Life by Committee. The rules of LBC are
simple: tell a secret, receive an assignment. Complete the assignment to keep your secret
safe. Tab likes it that the assignments push her to her limits, empowering her to live boldly
and go further than she'd ever go on her own. But in the name of truth and bravery, how far
is too far to go? Perfect for fans of E. Lockhart and Jennifer E. Smith, Life by Committee is
a fresh, vibrant novel about the power of wanting, the messiness of friendship, and the
truths we hide and share.
The Surrogate: A Novel Nov 15 2021 Now in paperback, Carver's internationally bestselling
debut thriller featuring a very different kind of serial killer. A shocking double-murder
scene greets Detective Inspector Philip Brennan when he is called to a flat in Colchester.
Two women are viciously cut open and lying spread-eagled, one tied to the bed, one on the
floor. The woman on the bed has had her stomach cut into and her unborn child is missing. But
this is the third time Phil and his team have seen such an atrocity. Two other pregnant women
have been killed in this way and their babies taken from them. No one can imagine what sort
of person would want to commit such horrible crimes. When psychologist Marina Esposito is
brought in, Phil has to put aside his feelings about their shared past and get on with the
job. But can they find the killer before another woman is targeted?
Defy the Dark Sep 01 2020 The seventeen original stories in Defy the Dark, an eerie, mindbending YA anthology, could only take place in darkness. Open the pages and discover: A
creepy guy who stares too long. The secrets of the core of the earth. Dreams of other
people’s lives. A girl who goes mad in the darkness. Monsters in Bavaria. A generational
spaceship where night doesn’t exist. And other mysteries and oddities. The contributors to
the enthralling collection are: Sarah Rees Brennan, Tessa Gratton, Rachel Hawkins, Christine
Johnson, Valerie Kemp, Malinda Lo, Myra McEntire, Saundra Mitchell, Sarah Ockler, Jackson
Pearce, Aprilynne Pike, Dia Reeves, Beth Revis, Carrie Ryan, Jon Skovron, Courtney Summers,

and Kate Espy, winner of the Defy the Dark new author contest.
Trouble Dec 04 2020 In this dazzling debut novel, a pregnant teen learns the meaning of
friendship—from the boy who pretends to be her baby’s father. When the entire high school
finds out that Hannah Shepard is pregnant via her ex-best friend, she has a full-on meltdown
in her backyard. The one witness (besides the rest of the world): Aaron Tyler, a transfer
student and the only boy who doesn’t seem to want to get into Hannah’s pants. Confused and
scared, Hannah needs someone to be on her side. Wishing to make up for his own past mistakes,
Aaron does the unthinkable and offers to pretend to be the father of Hannah’s unborn baby.
Even more unbelievable, Hannah hears herself saying “yes.” Told in alternating perspectives
between Hannah and Aaron, Trouble is the story of two teenagers helping each other to move
forward in the wake of tragedy and devastating choices. In a year marked by loss, regret, and
hope, the two will discover a simple truth: Nothing compares to finding your first, true best
friend.
Fates Mar 07 2021 Perfect for fans of Jennifer Armentrout, Julie Kagawa, Rachel Vincent, and
Sarah J. Maas, and for girls who love all things pretty, romantic and inspirational. One
moment. One foolish desire. One mistake. And Corinthe lost everything. She fell from her
tranquil life in Pyralis Terra and found herself exiled to the human world. Her punishment?
To make sure people's fates unfold according to plan. Now, years later, Corinthe has one last
assignment: kill Lucas Kaller. His death will be her ticket home. But for the first time,
Corinthe feels a tingle of doubt. It begins as a lump in her throat, then grows toward her
heart, and suddenly she feels like she is falling all over again--this time for a boy she
knows she can never have. Because it is written: one of them must live, and one of them must
die. In a universe where every moment, every second, every fate has already been decided,
where does love fit in? "Different and imaginative."--Kirkus Reviews
The New Hunger Apr 27 2020 “In rich, evocative prose, Marion transports his readers back
into the postapocalyptic parable he first brought to life—or death—in his brilliant debut
Warm Bodies.” —Library Journal (starred review) “Refreshingly unique...I love this novella.”
—LitStack The must-read prequel to the “highly original” (The Seattle Times) New York Times
bestseller Warm Bodies—now a major motion picture—from the author whose genre-defying debut
turned the classic horror story on its head. The end of the world didn’t happen overnight.
After years of societal breakdowns, wars and quakes and rising tides, humanity was already
near the edge. Then came a final blow no one could have expected: all the world’s corpses
rising up to make more. Born into this bleak and bloody landscape, twelve-year-old Julie
struggles to hold on to hope as she and her parents drive across the wastelands of America, a
nightmarish road trip in search of a new home. Hungry, lost, and scared, sixteen-year-old
Nora finds herself her brother’s sole guardian after her parents abandon them in the notquite-empty ruins of Seattle. And in the darkness of a forest, a dead man opens his eyes. Who
is he? What is he? With no clues beyond a red tie and the letter “R,” he must unravel the
grim mystery of his existence—right after he learns how to think, how to walk, and how to
satisfy the monster howling in his belly. The New Hunger is a crucial link between Warm
Bodies and The Burning World, a glimpse into the past that sets the stage for an astonishing
future.
Stealing Parker Feb 18 2022 "A hero who will melt your heart."—Jennifer Echols, national
award-winning author of Such a Rush Parker Shelton pretty much has the perfect life. She's on
her way to becoming valedictorian at Hundred Oaks High, she's made the all-star softball
team, and she has plenty of friends. Then her mother's scandal rocks their small town and
suddenly no one will talk to her. Now Parker wants a new life. So she quits softball. Drops
twenty pounds. And she figures why kiss one guy when she can kiss three. Or four. Why limit
herself to high school boys when the majorly cute new baseball coach seems especially flirty?
But how far is too far before she loses herself completely? Praise for Catching Jordan: "A
must-read for teens! I couldn't put it down!"—Simon Elkeles, New York Times bestselling
author of the Perfect Chemistry series "With a clever, authentic voice, Kenneally proves once
and for all that when it comes to making life's toughest calls-on and off the field-girls
rule!"—Sara Ockler, bestselling author of Fixing Delilah
UnSelfie Jan 17 2022 Includes a Touchstone reading group guide in unnumbered pages at end of
work.
The Help Jun 10 2021 The #1 New York Times bestselling novel and basis for the Academy Awardwinning film—a timeless and universal story about the lines we abide by, and the ones we
don’t—nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read.
Aibileen is a black maid in 1962 Jackson, Mississippi, who’s always taken orders quietly, but
lately she’s unable to hold her bitterness back. Her friend Minny has never held her tongue

but now must somehow keep secrets about her employer that leave her speechless. White
socialite Skeeter just graduated college. She’s full of ambition, but without a husband,
she’s considered a failure. Together, these seemingly different women join together to write
a tell-all book about work as a black maid in the South, that could forever alter their
destinies and the life of a small town...
The Secrets of Lily Graves Sep 20 2019 Gone Girl meets Six Feet Under in bestselling author
Sarah Strohmeyer's romantic YA mystery about a girl who must unravel a web of lies in her
small town before it's too late. Descended from a long line of female morticians, Lily Graves
knows all about buried secrets. So after senior-class president Erin Donohue—perfect saint to
the community—turns up dead, Lily believes it's her job to find the culprit. But Lily has
feelings for Erin's ex-boyfriend, Matt, which makes both of them suspects and makes Lily's
investigation . . . complicated. As her world crumbles around her, Lily must figure out the
difference between truth and deception, between genuine love and a web of lies. And she must
do it quickly, before the killer claims another victim. Fans of Sara Shepard who enjoy
realistic contemporary fiction with a dash of mystery will love the secrets, lies, and
romance swirling in this sexy, intriguing novel.
The List Apr 08 2021 The remarkable New York Times bestseller! It happens every year before
homecoming -- the list is posted all over school. Two girls are picked from each grade. One
is named the prettiest, one the ugliest. The girls who aren't picked are quickly forgotten.
The girls who are become the center of attention, and each reacts differently to the
experience. With THE LIST, Siobhan Vivian deftly takes you into the lives of eight very
different girls struggling with issues of identity, self-esteem, and the judgments of their
peers. Prettiest or ugliest, once you're on the list, you'll never be the same.
A Blind Spot for Boys Jun 29 2020 "A great photo knocks your heart open. So give some
thought to that. What knocks your heart open." Sixteen-year-old Shana is officially on a Boy
Moratorium. After a devastating breakup, she decides it's time to end the plague of Mr.
Wrongs and devote herself to her true passion: photography. Enter Quattro, the undeniably
intriguing lacrosse player who slams into Shana one morning in Seattle. Sparks don't simply
fly; they ignite--and so does Shana's interest. But just as she's about to rethink her ban on
boys, she receives crushing news: Her dad is going blind. Shana and her parents vow to make
the most of the time her father has left to see, so they plan a photo safari to Machu Picchu.
But even as Shana travels away from Quattro, she can't get him out of her mind. Love and
loss, humor and heartbreak collide in this new novel from acclaimed author Justina Chen.
The Lovely Reckless Oct 14 2021 From New York Times best-selling author Kami Garcia, a
contemporary romance full of loss, love, and redemption. She used to care about being the
good girl. Haunted by the memory of her boyfriend's death, Frankie Devereux lives her life by
one dangerous rule: nothing matters. But she crosses the line with a reckless choice that
forces her to move in with her dad—an overprotective cop—and transfer to a new school. When
Frankie meets Marco, a tough street racer who is risking everything for his family, things
get complicated. He wasn't always the bad boy. Everyone says Marco Leone is trouble. But at
Frankie's new school, where fistfights in the halls don’t faze anyone and illegal street
racing is more popular than football, Marco is also the fastest (and hottest) guy around. As
their attraction grows, Frankie can't seem to stay away from him—until she discovers Marco's
dangerous secret. Your own heart will race with each page turn of this heart-stopping starcrossed love story. An Imprint Book
The Book of Broken Hearts Aug 24 2022 Jude has learned a lot from her older sisters, but the
most important thing is this: the Vargas brothers are notorious heartbreakers. But as Jude
begins to fall for Emilio Vargas, she begins to wonder if her sisters were wrong, in this
poignant and romantic novel from the author of "Bittersweet."
#scandal Sep 25 2022 After pictures of Lucy kissing her best friend's boyfriend emerge in
the world of social media, she becomes a social pariah when the scandal rocks her school in
this comedic, edgy novel from the author of "The Book of Broken Hearts" and "Bittersweet."
Dear Teen Me Sep 13 2021 A collection of advice and reflections by young adult authors who
reveal personal experiences from their teen years shares recommendations on topics ranging
from abuse and relationships to bullying and body issues.
Hanging Hill Jul 19 2019 In this “powerful and frightening” British thriller, two estranged
sisters confront a crime that exposes the nightmares that lurk at the edges of domesticity
(Irish Independent). On a picture-perfect morning in Bath, England, a teenage girl’s body is
found on the towpath of a canal. Police detective Zoe Benedict is convinced the department
head should look beyond the usual domestic motives to solve the brutal murder case. But no
one wants to hear any far-fetched ideas from the department’s black sheep. Meanwhile, Zoe’s

sister, Sally, has started working as a housekeeper for a wealthy entrepreneur whose
eccentricities are beginning to seem increasingly repugnant, and possibly dangerous. As Zoe
digs into the case and Sally’s suspicions grow, all signs point to one conclusion: There’s
something very wrong at the house on Hanging Hill. “A chiller to the very end. Hayder deals
with Britain at its grittiest.” —Peter Millar, The Times (London) “Mo Hayder has crafted a
powerful and frightening thriller that grips the reader from page one to the blood-freezing
shock of the final page. Utterly compelling.” —Irish Independent “[A] superbly plotted tale
[with] an end more alarming than anything that comes before.” —New York Daily News
The Summer of Chasing Mermaids Jul 23 2022 After a boating accident takes her beautiful
singing and speaking voice from her, Elyse d'Abreau, the youngest of six sisters, leaves her
home in Tobago to stay in an Oregon seaside town where Christian Kane, a notorious playboy,
challenges her to express herself and to overcome her fear of the sea.
How I Paid for College Feb 06 2021 'A comic coming-of-age novel ... it's an exuberant caper
with good period detail and ironic wit' Independent on Sunday 'As engaging, funny and
precocious as its narrator, this is a feel-good nostalgic novel' Daily Mail It's 1983, and in
a sleepy community in New Jersey seventeen-year-old Edward Zanni is Peter Panning his way
through a carefree summer of magic and mischief. However, the fun comes to a halt when his
father refuses to pay for Edward to study acting at Julliard. Edward's truly in a bind. He's
ineligible for scholarships because his father earns too much. And, in a sure sign that he's
destined for a life in the arts, Edward's incapable of holding down a job. So he turns to his
loyal (but immoral) friends to help him steal the tuition fees from his father, all the while
practising for their high school performance of Grease. Disguising themselves as nuns and
priests, they merrily scheme their way through embezzlement, money-laundering, identity
theft, forgery and blackmail. But along the way, Edward also learns the value of friendship,
hard work and how you're not really a man until you can beat up your father, metaphorically
or otherwise.
Clinging to Mammy Aug 20 2019 Loving, hating, pitying, or pining for mammy became a way for
Americans to make sense of shifting economic, social, and racial realities. Assertions of
black contentment with servitude alleviated white fears while reinforcing racial hierarchy.
McElya's stories expose the power and reach of this myth, not only in advertising, films, and
literature about the South, but also in national monument proposals, child custody cases, New
Negro activism, anti-lynching campaigns, and the civil rights movement.
Fixing Delilah May 21 2022 Things in Delilah Hannaford's life have a tendency to fall apart.
She used to be a good student, but she can't seem to keep it together anymore. Her
"boyfriend" isn't much of a boyfriend. And her mother refuses to discuss the fight that
divided their family eight years ago. Falling apart, it seems, is a Hannaford tradition. Over
a summer of new friendships, unexpected romance, and moments that test the complex bonds
between mothers and daughters, Delilah must face her family's painful past. Can even her most
shattered relationships be pieced together again? Rich with emotion, Sarah Ockler delivers a
powerful story of family, love, and self-discovery.
Bittersweet Mar 19 2022 From the author of Twenty Boy Summer, a teen pushes the limits to
follow her dreams—and learns there’s a fine line between bitter and sweet.... Once upon a
time, Hudson knew exactly what her future looked like. Then a betrayal changed her life and
knocked her dreams to the ground. Now she’s a girl who doesn’t believe in second chances, a
girl who stays under the radar by baking cupcakes at her mom’s diner and obsessing over what
might have been. So when things start looking up and she has another shot at her dreams,
Hudson is equal parts hopeful and terrified. Of course, this is also the moment a cute, sweet
guy walks into her life—and starts serving up some seriously mixed signals. She’s got a lot
on her plate, and for a girl who’s been burned before, risking it all is easier said than
done. It’s time for Hudson to ask herself what she really wants, and how much she’s willing
to sacrifice to get it. Because in a place where opportunities are fleeting, she knows this
chance may very well be her last....
Summer on the Short Bus Feb 24 2020 Cricket Montgomery has been thrown under the short bus.
Shipped off to a summer camp by her father, Cricket is forced to play babysitter to a bunch
of whiny kids -- or so she thinks. When she realizes this camp is actually for teens with
special needs, Cricket doubts she has what it takes to endure twenty-four hours, let alone
two weeks. Thanks to her dangerously cute co-counselor, Quinn, there may be a slim chance for
survival. However, between the campers' unpredictability and disregard for personal space,
Cricket's limits get pushed. She will have to decide if suffering through her own handicapped
hell is worth a summer romance -- and losing her sanity.
#scandal Oct 26 2022 A Facebook scandal goes viral after prom in this comedic, edgy novel

from the author of Bittersweet and Twenty Boy Summer. Lucy’s learned some important lessons
from tabloid darling Jayla Heart’s all-too-public blunders: avoid the spotlight, don’t feed
the Internet trolls, and keep your secrets secret. The policy has served Lucy well all
through high school, so when her best friend, Ellie, gets sick before prom and begs her to
step in as Cole’s date, she accepts with a smile, silencing about ten different reservations.
Like the one where she’d rather stay home shredding online zombies. And especially the one
where she’s been secretly in love with Cole since the dawn of time. When Cole surprises her
at the after-party with a kiss under the stars, it’s everything Lucy has ever dreamed of…and
the biggest BFF deal breaker ever. But before they get the chance to ’fess up to Ellie,
Lucy’s own Facebook profile mysteriously explodes with compromising photos of her and Cole,
along with tons of other students’ party indiscretions. Tagged. Liked. And furiously viral.
By Monday morning, Lucy’s been branded a slut, a backstabber, and a narc mired in a tabloidworthy scandal. Lucy’s been battling undead masses online long enough to know that there’s
only one way to survive a disaster of this magnitude: Stand up and fight. There’s just one
snag—Cole. Turns out Lucy’s not the only one who’s been harboring unrequited love…
Something Real May 09 2021 Seventeen-year-old BonnieTM Baker has grown up on TV—she and her
twelve siblings are the stars of one-time hit reality show Baker's Dozen. Since the show's
cancellation, BonnieTM has tried to live a normal life, under the radar and out of the
spotlight. But it's about to fall apart . . . because Baker's Dozen is going back on the air.
BonnieTM's mom and the show's producers won't let her quit and soon the life that she has so
carefully built for herself, with real friends (and maybe even a real boyfriend), is in
danger of being destroyed by the show. BonnieTM needs to do something drastic if her life is
ever going to be her own—even if it means being more exposed than ever before. Heather
Demetrios' Something Real is the winner of the Susan P. Bloom PEN New England Discovery
Award.
World After Nov 03 2020 Penryn's search for her kidnapped sister, Paige, leads her into the
heart of the angels' secret plans, while Raffe must choose between reclaiming his wings--and
his role as the angels' leader--or helping Penryn survive.
Open Road Summer Jul 11 2021 Sarah Dessen gets a road trip twist in Emery Lord's debut
novel, a summer story of love and true friendship. "A fabulously entertaining story of
friendship, healing, and love." --Elizabeth Eulberg, author of Better Off Friends and Revenge
of the Girl with the Great Personality After breaking up with her bad-news boyfriend, Reagan
O'Neill is ready to leave her rebellious ways behind. . . and her best friend, country
superstar Lilah Montgomery, is nursing a broken heart of her own. Fortunately, Lilah's
24-city tour is about to kick off, offering a perfect opportunity for a girls-only summer of
break-up ballads and healing hearts. But when Matt Finch joins the tour as its opening act,
his boy-next-door charm proves difficult for Reagan to resist, despite her vow to live a
drama-free existence. This summer, Reagan and Lilah will navigate the ups and downs of fame
and friendship as they come to see that giving your heart to the right person is always a
risk worth taking. A fresh voice in contemporary romance, Emery Lord's gorgeous writing hits
all the right notes.
Sugar and Spice Dec 16 2021 Sugar and Spice...not everyone's nice. In the deliciously
entertaining conclusion to the L.A. Candy series, New York Times bestselling author and star
of the hit TV show The Hills Lauren Conrad pulls back the curtain on young Hollywood and
shows that sometimes the real drama is behind the scenes. Fresh from being betrayed by one of
her closest friends, new reality-TV celebrity Jane Roberts has learned a few lessons. Most
important: know who to trust. And in Hollywood, that list is short. Although the press is
intent on creating a tabloid war between her and ex-friend, current-costar Madison Parker,
Jane just wants to take control of her life. She’s started by swearing off guys and the drama
that comes with them. But when her high school sweetheart Caleb and her unrequited L.A. crush
Braden show up, both acting sweeter than ever, Jane has a hard timeremembering her no-boys
rule.... Her best friend, Scarlett, has only one guy on her mind: her new boyfriend, Liam.
The girl who once thought love was a four-letter word is now head over heels. The problem is,
being on a hit reality show means hanging out with other guys on-camera, and Liam isn’t too
happy with pretending to play a bit part in her love life. Just when everything feels out of
control, Jane makes a shocking discovery—one that changes everyone’s definition of “reality”
forever.
Adorkable Oct 02 2020 Jeane Smith's a blogger, a dreamer, a dare-to-dreamer, jumble sale
queen, CEO of her own lifestyle brand and has half a million followers on Twitter. Michael
Lee's a star of school, stage and playing field. A golden boy in a Jack Wills hoodie. They
have nothing in common but a pair of cheating exes. So why can't they stop snogging?

The Murder Complex Jul 31 2020 An action-packed, blood-soaked, futuristic debut thriller—set
in a world where the murder rate is higher than the birthrate—by Lindsay Cummings, co-author
(with Sasha Alsberg) of the New York Times #1 Bestseller Zenith. "Legend meets La Femme
Nikita in this dark and dangerous bloody thriller. The nonstop action of The Murder Complex
kept us guessing at every twist and turn. It's a must for fans of action-packed dystopians
like The Hunger Games and Divergent."—Justine Magazine Meadow Woodson, a fifteen-year-old
girl who has been trained by her father to fight, to kill, and to survive in any situation,
lives with her family on a houseboat in Florida. The state is controlled by The Murder
Complex, an organization that tracks the population with precision. The plot starts to
thicken when Meadow meets Zephyr James, who is—although he doesn't know it—one of the MC's
programmed assassins. Is their meeting a coincidence? Destiny? Or part of a terrifying
strategy? And will Zephyr keep Meadow from discovering the haunting truth about her family?
Action-packed, blood-soaked, and chilling, this is a dark and compelling debut novel by
Lindsay Cummings.
OCD Love Story Jun 17 2019 In this “raw and well-crafted (Kirkus Reviews)” romance, Bea
learns that some things just can’t be controlled. When Bea meets Beck, she knows instantly
that he’s her kind of crazy. Sweet, strong, kinda-messed-up Beck understands her like no one
else can. He makes her feel almost normal. He makes her feel like she could fall in love
again. But despite her feelings for Beck, Bea can’t stop thinking about someone else: a guy
who is gorgeous and magnetic…and has no idea Bea even exists. But Bea spends a lot of time
watching him. She has a journal full of notes. Some might even say she’s obsessed. Bea tells
herself she’s got it all under control. But this isn’t a choice, it’s a compulsion. The truth
is, she’s breaking down…and she might end up breaking her own heart.
Unfriended Nov 22 2019 In middle school, nothing is more important than friendship. When
Truly is invited to sit at the Popular Table with the group she has dreamed of joining, she
can hardly believe her luck. Everyone seems so nice, so kind to one another. But all is not
as it seems with her new friends, and soon she's caught in a maelstrom of lies,
misunderstandings, accusations and counter-accusations, all happening very publicly in the
relentless, hyperconnected social media world from which there is no escape. Six eighthgraders, four girls and two boys, struggle to understand and process their fractured glimples
into one another's lives as they find new ways to disconnect, but also to connect, in Rachel
Vail's richest and most searching book.
Twenty Boy Summer Jan 05 2021 "Don't worry, Anna. I'll tell her, okay? Just let me think
about the best way to do it." "Okay." "Promise me? Promise you won't say anything?" "Don't
worry." I laughed. "It's our secret, right?" According to her best friend Frankie, twenty
days in Zanzibar Bay is the perfect opportunity to have a summer fling, and if they meet one
boy every day, there's a pretty good chance Anna will find her first summer romance. Anna
lightheartedly agrees to the game, but there's something she hasn't told Frankie---she's
already had that kind of romance, and it was with Frankie's older brother, Matt, just before
his tragic death one year ago. Beautifully written and emotionally honest, this is a debut
novel that explores what it truly means to love someone and what it means to grieve, and
ultimately, how to make the most of every single moment this world has to offer.
The Three Golliwogs May 29 2020
Free to Fall Jan 25 2020 From the author of Parallel comes a high-stakes romantic puzzler
set in a near-future where everyone's life is seamlessly orchestrated by personal electronic
devices. Imaginative and thrilling, this fast-paced story with two starred reviews is not to
be missed. Fast-forward to a time when Apple and Google have been replaced by Gnosis, a
monolith corporation that has developed the most life-changing technology to ever hit the
market: Lux, an app that flawlessly optimizes decision-making for the best personal results.
Just like everyone else, sixteen-year-old Rory Vaughn knows the key to a happy, healthy life
is to follow what Lux recommends. When she's accepted to the elite boarding school Theden
Academy, her future happiness seems all the more assured. But once on campus, something feels
wrong beneath the polished surface of her prestigious dream school. Then she meets North, a
handsome townie who doesn't use Lux, and begins to fall for him and his outsider way of life.
Soon, Rory is going against Lux's recommendations, listening instead to the inner voice that
everyone has been taught to ignore—a choice that leads her to uncover a truth neither she nor
the world ever saw coming.
Immortal City Oct 22 2019 What if angels not only walked among us - but were our
celebrities? What if they saved people for money? That's the reality in Angel City, where hot
young Jackson Godspeed is the angel everyone's dying to date. Everyone except for Madison
Montgomery, that is. She's too busy studying and waitressing to pay attention to the gossip

blogs. Then Jackson tumbles into the diner where she works, and they forge an instant,
unforgettable connection. But as Maddy is reluctantly drawn into Jackson's glamorous world,
Jackson fears he's exposing her to more than just the paparazzi. A serial killer is murdering
one angel at a time. Not only could Jackson be next - but it seems the killer's got sights
set on Maddy...
Ever Cursed Dec 24 2019 “Ideal for fans of Jennifer Donnelly’s Stepsister.” —Booklist Damsel
meets A Heart in a Body in the World in this incisive and lyrical feminist fairy tale about a
princess determined to save her sisters from a curse, even if it means allying herself with
the very witch who cast it. The Princesses of Ever are beloved by the kingdom and their
father, the King. They are cherished, admired. Cursed. Jane, Alice, Nora, Grace, and Eden
carry the burden of being punished for a crime they did not commit, or even know about. They
are each cursed to be Without one essential thing—the ability to eat, sleep, love, remember,
or hope. And their mother, the Queen, is imprisoned, frozen in time in an unbreakable glass
box. But when Eden’s curse sets in on her thirteenth birthday, the princesses are given the
opportunity to break the curse, preventing it from becoming a True Spell and dooming the
princesses for life. To do this, they must confront the one who cast the spell—Reagan, a
young witch who might not be the villain they thought—as well as the wickedness plaguing
their own kingdom…and family. Told through the eyes of Reagan and Jane—the witch and the
bewitched—this insightful twist of a fairy tale explores power in a patriarchal kingdom not
unlike our own.
Bittersweet Apr 20 2022 Hudson Avery gave up a promising competetive ice skating career
after her parents divorced when she was fourteen years old and now spends her time baking
cupcakes and helping out in her mother's upstate New York diner, but when she gets a chance
at a scholarship and starts coaching the boys' hockey team, she realizes that she is not
through with ice skating after all.
Buzz Kill Aug 12 2021 Seventeen-year-old Millie joins forces with her classmate, gorgeous
but mysterious Chase Colton, to try to uncover who murdered head football coach "Hollerin'
Hank" Killdare--and why.
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